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A Company Limited by Guarantee 
Registered No: 231700 

Charity reference: No 11009 
CRA No: 20029166 

 
Mission Statement 

 
County Roscommon Disability Support Group CLG is totally committed to 

improving the quality of life and standard of services to all people with 
disabilities, older people and children. 

                                             
                                               Our Vision 
 
To enable each person the ability to live as independently as possible in their 
own homes and communities through the delivery of person centred care and 

support. 
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Values 

 We value our service users, employees and stakeholders 

 We aim to communicate with our service users, employees and all stakeholders 

in an open and inclusive way which will ensure transparency and accountability 

in all aspects of the services we deliver. 

 Our aim is to build a strong professional business that has a reputation for been 

trustworthy and confidential in all our dealings with our service users, 

employees and all our stakeholders. 

 We will treat all our service users with empathy, sensitivity and dignity at all 

times. 

 We aim to be a business where dignity and privacy of all individuals we deal 

with, is respected and valued and recognised that working in a respectful 

environment will enable us to achieve more. 

 We will ensure that all our services are transparent, trustworthy and reliable and 

are delivered to the highest quality standards as laid down by our stakeholders 

and that everyone takes responsibility and accountability for all actions taken in 

delivering of all our services. 

 

 

The main objects of RSG are: 
 

A. To promote training, education and general rehabilitation and welfare for 
people with disabilities and older people. 

B. To promote the co-ordination and integration of services for people with 
disabilities and older people. 

C. To develop services for people with disabilities and older people according 
to their changing and developing needs. 

D. To provide a Personal Assistant, Home Support, Assisted Living service 
and or associated service to  people with disabilities and older people in 
their home, workplace or socially. 

E. To promote disability awareness and the philosophy of Independent Living 
among the general public. 

F. To provide a structured programme of information, advice, support and 
advocacy services for Service Users, staff, carers and families in respect 
of their rights, benefits and entitlements. 

G. To promote and provide person-centred flexible learning and training in 
partnership if appropriate to people with disabilities. 
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County Roscommon Disability Support Group CLG premisesTo enable each 

person the ability to live as  

Introduction 
 
For over 29 years County Roscommon Disability Support Group CLG has been 
an integral part of County Roscommon communities, voluntary sector and a leading 
service provider in the disability and older persons care sector. 
It is a Not for Profit organisation and registered charity that has developed and grown 
its business over the years in many associated areas. It is an officially recognised 
QQI (FETAC) accredited Training Service provider since 2010 providing healthcare 
training to staff and public. It became a company limited by guarantee in 1995, and is 
known to many as R.S.G. Under Charity Regulation is now known CLG not Ltd 
anymore. The company operates from it`s fully accessible  registered  premises 
situated at the Resource Centre in Derrane, Co Roscommon and is located on Road 
No L1806  east of Roscommon town.  
R.S.G. provides a broad range of care and support services mainly to people with 
physical and or sensory disabilities, older people and children throughout County 
Roscommon and surrounding areas. In recent years care service provision has 
expanded into surrounding counties through HSE successful tendering. It creates 
pathways for community integration for the Service User, ensuring their needs are 
met through services and activities which reflect all aspects of daily living. Service 
Provision in the community is largely funded by HSE Section 39 funding and some 
aspects of the care are supported by DSP Community Employment Scheme. 
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A successful Independent Living Skills Training Programme for people with 
disabilities operates from The Dale Centre and has contributed in making a great 
difference to many people`s lives. The mixed abilities music group (Called Guess 
who`s Back) is running very successfully with a steady membership. 
In addition there is a balanced mixed range of other services and activities including 
health and fitness training on offer at the fully accessible Resource Centre/Activities 
Centre/Horticultural Centre & Dale Centre in Derrane which can also be availed of by 
the wider community. Transport is provided subject to driver and vehicle availability 
and is supported by community employment staff 
 See website www.rsg.ie 
 
 

 
Co Roscommon Disability Support Group CLG 
 
Board of Management 
              
The Board of Management is collectively responsible for the long term success of 
the organisation. It`s role is to provide leadership, to oversee management and 
ensure that the organisation provides its ‘stakeholders with their services and 
understandable information of the Company`s current position and prospects. 
 
Directors    
Fr. Raymond Browne:   Chairperson 
Pat Burke:                      Director/ Vice Chairperson/Treasurer 
Agnes Mc Keogh          Director/ Assistant Treasurer 
Kevin Mc Brien             Director 
Stephen McCormack      Director 
Aidan Browne                     Director 
Martin Finan                       Director/Company Secretary 
Madeline O’Connell            Director (resigned September 2017) 
 
Nuala McGowan                 Board of Management Member 
 
Management Team: 
Margaret Bourke CEO, Mary Casey Deputy Manager, Gabriel Lavin Operations 
Manager. 
 
 

http://www.rsg.ie/
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Insurers:                JLT Insurances   
Bankers:                 Allied Irish Banks, Church Street, Roscommon  
                                Bank of Ireland, The Square, Roscommon      
Accountant:           Padraig Crean & Co Accountants Roscommon 
Auditor:                  Tom Carolan, Auditor, Mullingar 
Solicitor:                Peter Jones Abbey Street Roscommon  
Special Advisors: Joe Cunnane, Accountant, Yvonne Cunnane, Solicitor.  
 
Affiliation & Memberships:  NFBN, NCCN, DFI, The Wheel, National Rural 
Network (formerly Irish Rural Link), Care Alliance, RWN 
 
Margaret Bourke BSc QFA PIB MII is member of: The Institute of Bankers in 
Ireland, Practitioner member of Mediator’s Institute of Ireland  
 
The Board 
I, Fr Raymond Browne wish to thank each member of the Board of Management for 
their unwavering and continued strong support for the organisation and their 
voluntary, consistent hard work and commitment to the ongoing success of the 
Group.   
 
 
Our People 
On my own behalf and behalf of the Board, I would like to most sincerely thank each 
employee in RSG for their big contribution and continued commitment and 
engagement to ensure the successful outcomes of 2017. Their continuing 
commitment is an essential ingredient as the organisation progresses into 
challenging times, data protection regulations and restricted state funding budgets. I 
also thank our funders, stakeholders, service users and community for their 
continued support and confidence in us. 
 
                                                                        Fr Raymond Browne, Chairperson 
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                       Chief Executive Review 

 
I wish to thank the staff of RSG for their continued commitment and pay tribute to 
them for their dedication in these competitive times. They have engaged 
enthusiastically with Management in playing a critical role in successfully delivering a 
good service in spite of some unexpected staff changes. They are the lifeblood of 
our continued and growing success. Our continued success is dependent on the 
empowerment of our people and their engagement. 
I acknowledge the continuing support of our funders HSE and DSP, stakeholders, 
volunteers, donors and the assistance of the Rural Social Scheme, Tus workers 
without whose help we could not continue the delivery of our services. 
The co-operation and support of the many voluntary and statutory organisations and 
stakeholders which we are associated with is very much appreciated.   
The Board is very supportive of the work done by all employees. I admire their 
resilience and determination that leads the organisation to maintaining a strong 
position in an ever increasing competitive environment. 
The commitment, dedication, advice and support of our company Directors, Board of 
Management, Staff and volunteers is the core strength in our organisation and has 
contributed in no small way to us achieving another  successful year. 
Our service users are central in everything we do and are a strong priority for 
everyone in RSG. Staff focus on building this culture and it`s implementation relies 
on the excellent dedication that is committed by all. 
 
We provide our colleagues with opportunities for training, education and personal 
development. We foster inclusion and diversity in the workplace reflecting the 
communities and clients we serve.  
 
It is our plan and wish to continue to be the leading service provider in our area into 
the future which we know would not be possible without our staff`s dedication and 
hard work.  
In spite of the ongoing economic challenges and regulatory requirements that 
organisations of our size face, I am confident that with the Board and management 
support we are well placed to continue delivering high quality services as well as 
building on our many strengths. We aim to foster a new sense of purpose and 
identity for the community. 
 
We can look forward to continue building up RSG on our strong foundations which 
will deliver long term value to our service users and stakeholders. We hold the 
fundamental belief that our organisation has the potential to further improve the lives 
of people with disabilities and older people in the community while expanding into 
surrounding counties. 
I wish to especially thank the voluntary Board of Management for their very active 
input and support given willing at all times throughout the year and always.  
Finally, I wish to once again thank each and everyone involved for their excellent and 
hard work in what is challenging times and I look forward to continuing to work 
closely with all of you, our stake holders and other agencies to ensure an excellent 
ongoing future for all service users and the organisation as a whole. 
 

Margaret Bourke, Chief Executive Officer 
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Governance and Compliance 
 
The Board of Management are committed to attaining the highest standards of 
corporate governance with transparency and accountability their constant priorities 
together with Staff. There is a wealth of experience and expertise in the organisation. 
RSG recognises their responsibility as a Company limited by guarantee and is 
committed to the maintenance of the highest standards of integrity, compliance and 
corporate governance. 
 

There is a Directors’ Code of Conduct and Directors’ Duties, as well as a number of 
policies and procedures. RSG adheres to the Statement of Guiding Principles for 
Fundraising. As part of the risk management process, an annual risk review is 
undertaken and referred to the Management Committee for consideration.  
Overall, the Board is satisfied that systems are in place to monitor, manage and 
mitigate RSG`s risk exposure.  
The Board of Directors comprises volunteers representing the diversity and broad 
interests of our community who provide the leadership to conduct the affairs of RSG 
and oversee the management of the business.  RSG have eight important 
subcommittees, Finance, Human Resources, Premises, Transport, Activities, 
Fundraising, Communications, and Quality Assurance Control. 10 scheduled Board 
meetings take place annually with an Agenda forwarded to each member in 
advance. Others may take place as the need arises. 
 

Corporate Responsibility 
 
County Roscommon Disability Support Group CLG (RSG) is a properly 
constituted company and operates in accordance with company law. The Board of 
Management consists of 9 volunteer members and directors and they do not receive 
remuneration.  
The organisation holds charitable status and current tax clearance Certificate and tax 
exemption status for donations. The day to day business of the company is managed 
by the Company Manager/CEO and employees. RSG acknowledges the importance 
and responsibilities associated with the organisation`s service provision and 
activities. The Board see corporate responsibility as distinct yet interconnected with 
commitments to our service users, employees, stakeholders, funders and the wider 
community. 
No member of the Board has undeclared conflicts of interests. 
The Chairperson`s primary responsibility is to lead the Board, to ensure it has a 
common purpose and is effective as a group. He must also ensure that the Board 
upholds and promotes high standards of integrity and corporate governance. He has 
responsibility for maintaining an effective working relationship with the Chief 
Executive for ensuring effective and appropriate communications with all 
stakeholders. 
Company Secretary responsibilities include ensuring that Board procedures are 
followed, assisting the Chairperson in relation to corporate governance matters and 
ensuring compliance by the organisation with it’s legal and regulatory requirements. 
Chief Executive:  She has the day to day management responsibility for the running 
of the company and the implementation of company`s strategy and policies agreed 
by the Board. She instils the organisation`s culture and standards which include 
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appropriate corporate governance with the support of her other management 
colleagues. 
A clear division of responsibility exists between the Chairperson and the Chief 
Executive. Each of their responsibilities is set out in writing and has been approved 
by the Board. 
An external Service User satisfaction survey is undertaken annually to establish the 
service user satisfaction levels with the services delivered. A number of other 
surveys are also undertaken to ensure that service delivery is complying with 
standards. 
 

 
Quality Assurance Controls 
 

PQASSO is a straight forward, user-friendly quality 
assurance system intended to help run 
organisations more effectively and efficiently.   
 
PQASSO is an off-the-shelf quality management system 

and is specifically designed for small to medium voluntary organisations. PQASSO is 
built on 12 topics or quality areas and is a holistic quality assurance system, 
encompassing all aspects of an organisation.  It is a self-assessment model and the 
Quality Mark is awarded following a process of external assessment is valid for three 
years.   
PQASSO is a straight forward, user-friendly quality assurance system intended to 
help run organisations more effectively and efficiently, using PQASSO as a self-
assessment tool RSG will hope to gain benefits such as more effective and efficient 
organisational systems and procedures, better quality of services for users, better 
communication among staff, trustees, stakeholders and volunteers and create an 
environment of continuous improvement.  
RSG is currently completing the self-assessment and this must be completed by 
September 2018 and submitted for review prior to the site assessment.  To achieve 
the PQASSO Quality Mark, RSG must undergo a site assessment, carried out by 
PQASSO Quality Mark assessors, which involves gathering evidence, reviewing 
documentation and interviewing staff, Board members and volunteers.  Many 
organisations that have worked through PQASSO have found that it gave them a 
framework to make positive changes in their organisation.  By achieving the 
PQASSO Quality Mark RSG envisage benefits from greater recognition and 
credibility from statutory and independent funders.   
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                                       PQASSO ACTIVITY 2017    

 
 

 
Co Roscommon Disability Support Group CLG (RSG) works collaboratively with 
a number agencies and organisations both within and outside the county.  They 
support a culture that encourages our employees to be involved in other 
organisations and joint initiatives.  
Fostering strategic partnerships with a number of other organisations is a key 
priority. RSG strive to make a tangible contribution to the people and the community 
in which they operate and to the wider community which supports them. 
R.S.G also actively involves itself in the community events and activities.  

 
The organisation is represented on a number of committees throughout the county 
and surrounding areas by different members of staff some of which are listed below: 
 
Roscommon MS Society 
Roscommon Women`s Network 
Roscommon Self Care to Wellness Group 
HSE local planning group (Physical and Sensory) 
HSE Prioritisation Service Planning Group 
Access for All Awards Scheme-Roscommon County Council 
Social Inclusion Measure Working Group for County Development Board 
Roscommon Integrated Development Company 
DSP C.E. Sub Committee 
DFI Regional Planning Development Group  
Roscommon County Development Board 
Not for Profit Network (NFPN) 
Community Group Primary Health Care North Roscommon 
CIPD Midlands Region 
ICTR 
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SIM Group of Roscommon County Council  
Centre of Independent Living 
Rural Transport Forum Social Car Scheme Community,  
Community, Youth & Family Supports Planning Group 
Roscommon Older Persons Council 
National Community Care Network (NCCN) 
Social Inclusion and Community Activation Programme (SICAP) to access detailed 
information for Programme Implementers and Local Community Development 
Committees (LCDCs), staff member on board for People with Disabilities/Older 
person. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
                                           
 

 
County Roscommon Disability Support Group CLG  

 
Provider of 

 

Person Centred Services 
 

Funders include: 
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County Roscommon Disability Support Group CLG (RSG) is the No 1 HSE 
approved provider of care services in Co Roscommon. HSE is the company`s main 
funder for both disabilities and older person`s and children services in the care 
sector. We were successful in securing Enhanced Homecare Service Tender 2014 
and 2016 as a consortium with Galway CIL to cover Lot 2 which means delivering 

services to Galway, Mayo and Roscommon. We were previously successful in 2012 
HSE Tender process and we continue to deliver services under this contract. The 
hours to be delivered are commissioned by the HSE at the beginning of the year 
through a Service Arrangement.  It operates on an invoice basis and only hours 
actually delivered are paid for monthly in arrears. 
The Arrangement is reviewed regularly during the year with HSE and is rigidly 
monitored. 

Service 
User 

Board of 
Management 

Staff 

Admin/ 

Supports 

CEO/Manager 

Other 
Services 

Other 
Agencies 
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The care service includes provision of Personal Assistant and Home Support 
workers to people with disabilities in the community, the workplace, training and or 
socially. It also includes provision of Home Care Support workers to older person`s in 
their homes and or bringing them to hospital and doctor appointments. In 2015 our 
organisation became a member of the newly formed National Community Care 
Network (NCCN) which has been very active since its inception. 

RSG is also represented on a number of HSE sub committees and other relevant 
committees. We delivered over 76000 HSE funded hours in 2017. They were 
delivered under the following categories; Personal Assistant, Home Help, Home 
Care Packages and Enhanced Home Care Packages.RSG also delivered high 
intensive care packages in the home around the clock. 
  
123 people are employed delivering HSE funded services to 320 service users.  
 

 
The Dale Centre (2013); built with grant aid from the National Lottery and 
fundraising. It is fully accessible and contains training facilities including a fully 
equipped accessible kitchen. 
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Day Resource Centre ---- Activities & Training 
 
 
RSG Day Resource Service (2011) facilitates the delivery of structured activities to 
the people with disabilities on a person centered basis with the freedom to choose. It 
also works in conjunction with the Flexible Learning College to include activities and 
practical courses. This facility operates Monday to Friday at the Resource Centre. 
Independent Life Skills Training i.e. cookery, baking, crafts takes place in The Dale 
Centre. An Activities Facilities manages and organises activities. 
  

         
 
Horticultural classes i.e. flower arranging, plant and vegetable sowing, etc. take 
place in the Green house as above 
 
There are a broad range of activities and training available to Service Users and 
people with disabilities and the wider community. A 3 month program is available 
which can help people plan ahead.  
 
County Roscommon Disability Support Group CLG fostered the Independent 
Living Ethos in 1996 to promote independence for people of all ages and abilities to 
enable them to become fully participating members of the wider community. This 
ethos remains as a very strong focus to day. 
 
 

 
 
Independent Life Skills Training Programme was set up in 2014 and this training 
takes place in The Dale Centre. It provides a range of tailored workshops designed 
to enable people to suit their individual needs and live full and independent lives. It is 
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running very successfully with more programs added on an ongoing basis. Outdoor 
pursuits like Bowling and Horse Riding were undertaken during 2017. Computer 
training is on 5 days weekly. Games e.g. Table tennis, Cards, Board games. Wreath 
making at Christmas is very popular as is Card making. There is a great variety 
available to participants. They also can make suggestion as to what they would like 
to learn or train in. 
 
 

 
 
 

Independent Life skills training group at baking class 

 

 
Recipes are planned in advance and shopping for materials, baking and cooking 

items takes place accordingly. RSG joined the Food Cloud in conjunction with Aldi 

Roscommon and food is provided for the benefit of service users and their 

hospitality. 
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Tutor giving demo for cookery class 
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The following is a breakdown of the different activities that took place during 2017 
 
 

 
  

 

Activities, Training, Fitness, Music 

Monthly Service User Gathering days take place to enable the service users meet 
and chat. A Career Planning Course was delivered in October 2017 for Service 
Users.  
 
 A number of outdoor activities also took place during the year: 
 

1.  Berry picking in Strokestown Park House  

2.  Christmas Concert in Supermac’s Roscommon  

3.  Christmas Concert in the Longford hosted by the Rehab group 

4.  Christmas shopping in Roscommon Town 

5.  Walks. 

6.  Some carved pumpkins at Halloween.  

Therapy Room 
 
The Therapy Room at RSG has been in existence for a few years now offering 
Massage to our service Users. In the last two years it introduced Aromatherapy and 
Reflexology in conjunction with Massage. 
The service was running four days per week with both Therapists working two days 
each.  We had a total of 11 service users over 65 in 2017 and 13 under 65. 
There were two therapists working out of The Therapy Room last year, one offering 
Massage and the second Reflexology with Aromatherapy.   
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Therapy Room Massage in practice 

 
Six service users came in two days per week to avail of both Massage and 
Reflexology. Many of them have their own weekly timeslot with others preferring to 
attend on a more casual basis.   
Complimentary Therapies are holistic based therapies which treat the person 
physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. Most people come for relaxation, 
wellness, time for self, relief of aches and pains, anxiety or stress reduction.   
 

 
 
Physiotherapy is also available onsite weekly and is mostly used by MS people. 
 

 Chiropody continues on the 1st Friday monthly by a qualified Chiropodist and 

is free to people with disabilities apart from a nominal contribution to cover 

overheads.  

 QUEST Brain Injury Training takes place weekly. 
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Leisure Break 

  

They got a pool table added to the Table Tennis. Both are very popular. 

 

 
Creative Development in Action 

 

  
Art & Creative Development 

The Light Bulb Art Group continues their work weekly doing occasional external 
exhibits.    
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Outdoor Gym 

The outdoor GYM (2016) has seasonal use and is accessible to people with 
disabilities and impairments. It can also be used by the wider community free of 
charge. 
 
 

 

 

 

Outdoor GYM Activities & Basketball 

 

Permission has been granted by people whose faces are obvious in pictures. 
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Service Users can partake in outings and social events.  There is a Summer Party 

held annually along with a number of trips. 

 

 

Guess Who’s Back Music Group 

   

 

The Singing Group “Guess Who Back” (2016) is going super and has been on a 
few tours throughout 2017 under the guidance of their tutor. Per session there is an 
average attendance of 20 people with disabilities and other people with someone 
joining all the time.  They learn how to play guitar and organ etc.  Grants have been 
received from County Council, Arts etc. to help buy instruments, Shirts etc.  The 
group has increased their confidence and will power to participate together with the 
courage and faith that has been given them.  The group can now face anything.  
They have got a number of invites from groups asking to give concerts in Papa Pizza 
in Roscommon Town, Bank of Ireland a couple of times (and get called back), 
County Council Office, Disability centres etc. which was a great achievements. They 
meet every Friday at the Dale Centre.  

100% 

0% 

Satisfied Activities 

Yes No
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Accessible Transport 
 

 
People using RSG transport   would not otherwise be able to attend services. 
 

 
RSG Transport service in existence since 2006 and operates in conjunction with 
MS Society Roscommon for the benefit of the service user. It expanded to 3 vehicles 
with the bus due for replacement in late 2018.This will be done through e tenders. 
Accessible transport can be availed of by all service users subject to the vehicles 
and driver`s availability. A number of people coming to the different activities and 
training are dependent on the transport. Transport covers the county and every effort 
is made to meet all requests but due to the geographical spread of the population it 
is not always too easy to meet every request. It is also available to volunteers 
travelling from Roscommon town. Community Employment Scheme staff run this 
service under the guidance of the Transport Co Coordinator and without this support 
it could not operate. It is heavily reliant on donations and fundraising as it does not 
receive any independent funding. It cost €16000 to run the fleet in 2017. 
 
Derrane Craft workers who also work under the auspices of RSG are a creative 
group of people of mixed abilities who exchange and learn new skills from each 
other. Their main focus is to enable people with disabilities and older people 
integrate into community life through their participation in the group. Knitting, crochet; 
sewing, painting, art, outings are among the list of activities they undertake. They 
hold their workshops every Wednesday afternoon and finish off with a cup of tea.  
 
Roscommon U3A (2013) operates from the Dale Centre and is a learning circle or 
co-operative of older people who learn from one another by sharing knowledge and 
experiences and engaging in shared activities. People with disabilities joining this 
group are enabled to integrate more fully in society. The U3A successfully operates 

95% 

5% 

Require Transport 

Yes No
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itself from the DALE Centre on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday Monthly with an average 
attendance of 20 and new people joining. Some of them take part in the other 
activities at the Centre.  
 

Bereavement Support: The Memorial Mass is held as normal in November. 

Sympathy letters continue to be sent to the bereaved as well as recording of 
Condolence on RIP. A support person is in place for staff and service users. There is 
no funding available to this project. 
 

Self Help Care to Wellness Programme 
RSG joined with Roscommon Disability Services and HSE Primary care to set up the 
Self Help Care to Wellness Programme training for people with chronic illness and 
disabilities. There is a good uptake and this training is ongoing and participants are 
deriving benefit from it. It connects with Co Mayo service for the mutual benefit of all. 

Volunteers 
 
The Co Ordinator still continues to operate the volunteering programme. Our Board 
of Management willingly volunteer their time freely for the benefit of the organisation 
and without remuneration. Volunteering is very important to us. We depend a lot on 
our dedicated and selfless volunteers who give their time to support our services, 
fundraising and activities. We have a very good group of volunteers and we could 
not operate our service without their continued commitment and dedication.  
Fundraising during the year while it is yielding less and less year by year and getting 
difficult  it was once again successful, thanks to the unstinting efforts of our  loyal 
volunteers. Our loyal church gates collectors continue to undertake the collections 
faithfully from year to year. Unfortunately our church collections are on a downward 
trend due to variance in church going attendance 
We include our volunteers in all social activities and events and training.  
We hold A Volunteer Meet and Greet coffee afternoon a few times during the year.  
We facilitate work experience placements for some volunteers. As well as 
compliance with Garda Vetting volunteers must adhere to confidentiality 
requirements and health and safety. Active Volunteers are offered vacant places on 
courses such as Manual Handling and Occupational First Aid.  

 
Staff 

Staff turnover in the management and administration is comparatively low and hence 
we are fortunate to be able to hold on to valuable experience. We expanded our 
management team with the appointment of an Operations Manager in April 2016. An 
Activities` Coordinator and Compliance Coordinator were also appointed in 2016. 
2 staff members with combined service of 20 years moved on to take up promotional 
career opportunities elsewhere. 
RSG recognises the importance of encouraging people to strengthen their skills to 
embrace and meet the challenges that the sector presents. Our community staff is 
trained to a very high standard. As a QQI training provider we have almost 100% of 
our staff qualified to Fetac /QQI Level 5 in Healthcare. Administration staff is trained 
in the various disciplines and all training is open. 
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Employee engagement; the organisation recognise the importance of good communication, 
transparency and the vital role this has to play in times of change. The company is 
committed to communication as a two way process, both formal and informal channels are 
offered where employees can discuss issues affecting them. 

An experienced Care Team manages the delivery of the HSE funded services for 
people with disabilities, older people and children. 
Mandatory training is ongoing with new topics been brought on stream. 

RSG aims to keep employees informed and updated on the events affecting them. 
Staff attends a number of training seminars on specific work related topics 
throughout the year. 
 
RSG undertake on going hiring so as to keep a good complement of staff availability 

and  it does work very well.  .  
There is staff mobility on Community Employment Scheme during the year due to 
criteria requirements and participants moving on to external work. Their 2 

supervisors have been with 
the organisation for a 
combined 40 years. 
Induction training for staff 
was revamped in line with 
HSE guidelines and is 
ongoing. 
CMS system was implemented 
last year has near 75% uptake. 
This system monitors that the 
worker is at work, if not it alerts 
the office to provide a 
replacement worker.  

Various mechanisms are 
used to access satisfaction 
levels within the framework 
and to make improvements 
where possible. 
Peninsula Employment Law 
Consultants taken on board 
in 2016 provide support and 

advice on employment matters. They have registered an online document access 
system for us. 
Abate were engaged as an Employee Assistance provider to provide Counselling to 
staff which will be paid for by RSG. 
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The four staff members pictured below has a combined service of 76 years between 
them. There is a number of staff in the community also with long service.  

 
Margaret Bourke  Mary Ganley  Bernie Connolly  Mary Casey 

 
 
Staff Training 
 

 

 
Phase1, Phase2, Induction Training for new HCSW s  Competency Assessments of 
Training as per HSE guidelines including Phase1, 2, and Induction Training for all 
staff. 
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RSG Flexible Learning College 

It provides person centred training and flexible learning for people with mixed 

abilities. A selection of computer classes/training is availed of by service users.   

 It received FETAC accreditation in 2010(Now QQI) and has expanded to providing 
FETAC/QQI courses in health care, food, cookery and computing.     

     
 
 
 

RSG Flexible Learning College is an official recognised QQI service Provider 

(previously Fetac) since 2010 (Centre Number: 38535E) 

Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) Programmes 
                                    
Major Awards containing the 8 Modules are delivered for people working in 
Healthcare Sector.  Modules are also delivered in Single Modules to facilitate people 
taking them at their own pace and time. Courses are usually held in the evenings 
and or Saturdays to accommodate potential students working or engaged elsewhere 
during the day. 
Component modules are provided which lead up to a Level 5 Major Healthcare 
Support award. 5M4339  

 
In addition to running QQI modules the training office is also responsible for making 
sure all mandatory training is given to Staff and kept updated.  
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Abbreviations 
OFA – Occupational First Aid  PCS – Palliative Care Support  IPC – Infection, 
Prevention & Control, PCFD – Person Centred Focus to Disability, COTOP – Care of 
the Older Person 
 
Plans are in place to deliver Health Care Level 6 Training. Some Level 3 Life Skills 

Programmes have been delivered under the Independent Life Skills Training. 

Financial 

The organisation`s main funding source is HSE which is allocated by an agreed 
Service Arrangement to provide Care support, Personal Assistant and day Resource 
funding for people with disabilities and older persons. This funding is at 93% of total 
income. There was a 2% decrease in HSE funding from 2016. Less than 1% of 
annual funding was small grants for specific purposes. Term deposits renewed at as 
favourable rates as possible but are low at present and interest received was .06% 
lower than last year. Our non HSE funded income is down 9.3% on last year. 
Payroll costs were 78.5% of the overall income of the year. 
Donations received on an irregular basis in the donation boxes were small. 
Contributions to the Transport system also fall within this category. 
There is a strict monitoring procedure in place and the finance committee meet 
regularly and reporting takes place at all monthly meetings. Purchasing authorised 
thresholds of no more than €750 for CEO and lower amounts for other accounts staff 
are in place. There is a financial pre approvals system in place, which ensures value 
for money is received at all times and all transactions must be signed off by BOM. 
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Reserves are held in the Accounts to cater for cash flow to pay wages until receipts 
of HSE invoices are in place. A contingency fund is in place to fund a discretionary 
lump sum retirement package for staff with more than 10 years’ service and is 
subject to sufficient funding been in place. This discretionary payment does not form 
part of anyone`s terms and conditions of employment. There are no debts in the 
company. Management team pay is aligned to Grade 6 HSE Pay scale. 
RSG has a 21 year Lease on the premises from the Diocese of Elphin with rent 
reviews only in line with CPI Index. Arrangements are been made to extend the car 
park at front of building. 
The Annual Municipal Grant €3800 was received from the Roscommon Co Council. 
HSE National Lottery granted €7,000 which has supported the commencement of 
extended car parking and will not complete until 2018. DSP paid €15,786 Grant 
under the Job plus Scheme for staff, a two fold increase from last year. They also 
paid a Wage Subsidy €3116.40 for a Staff member. 

RSG is signed up with Trust Law legal (support for charities) Dublin for free legal 
services which are available in certain categories of the business. 
RSG Flexible learning college sold training courses to the public which subsidises 
the overall cost of tutor training for staff. 
 
Our total fundraising income for 2017 was 32856 well increased from 2016. 

RSG have placed buckets out in the Community to collect 1 and 2 cents which are 

been withdrawn from circulation but still remain as legal tender. 

Nuala’s Greenhouse & Sensory Garden  
 

.  
RSG Sensory Garden 

 
Nuala’s Garden and Horticultural Centre was established in 2009, as part of the 
group and is dedicated to the memory of the late Nuala Cunnane, a founder member 
of R.S.G. The Horticultural Centre located in the grounds of the organisation, is a 
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fully accessible greenhouse and has outdoor accessible raised beds and gardens, all 
suitable for training and developing skills of Service Users and members of the wider 
Community.  
The Horticultural Centre is dependent on fundraising and donations from interested 
parties in the Community and the sale of some produce locally. The remainder is 
used in the Centre`s kitchen to enable self-sustainability and promotion of same to 
service users and healthy eating.  
RSG Sensory Garden (2013) attached to Nuala`s Garden is open to everyone. 
The TUS scheme provides the workers for both the greenhouse and raised outdoor 
gardens in the grounds. The Garden takes people on work experience during the 
year. We get some funding annually from the County Council amenity grant which 
gives an opportunity to enhance outdoor facilities. A variety of classes are given to 
people with mixed abilities in both the greenhouse and sensory garden, depending 
on the season at the time. 
The sensory garden continues to be attractive to many visitors. The Outdoor Gym 
(2016) behind the college next to the Sensory Garden is used by people with 
disabilities and the wider community. Plants in Nuala`s Garden are for sale in May 
Annually and they are advertised with a Facebook advertisement, Community 
Notices, Church notices and sign at the end of the entrance. The proceeds 
supplement the cost of the plants and seeds. 
 

Community Employment Scheme 
 

END OF YEAR REPORT FOR 2017 – RSG CE PROJECT 
 
This report is for the period 1 January 2017 to 31 December 2017 and covers the 
second part of the CE Scheme 2016/2017 and the first part of the CE Scheme 
2017/2018. 
 

FUNDING RECEIVED 2016 
 
Total Participant Wages                €378229.95 
Employers PRSI was claimed on Materials and paid by the DSP €    1626.13 
Supervisors Gross Wages (2 Supervisors)    €  84974.94 
Employers PRSI (paid by the DSP)     €    9134.46 
Total Materials less PRSI                 €  13754.75 
Total Participant Development               €   10187.50  
     TOTAL FUNDING RECEIVED €497907.73  
 

 

 
MATERIALS GRANT 
The Materials Grant for the year was based on €13.50 per actual number of 
payments made to employees (excluding Supervisors) 
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DEVELOPMENT TRAINING – QQI ACCREDITED TRAINING 

 
 
 
OTHER DEVELOPMENT TRAINING – NON-QQI TRAINING 

 
TURNOVER OF CE PARTICIPANTS DURING 2017 
Approval                                    38 participants 

o Start of 2017            34 participants  
o Recruitment during 2017            3 participants 
o Leavers            11 participants 
o Maternity Leave                             1 participant 
o Total Employed           48 participants 
o End of 2017            25 participants 
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LEAVERS – PROGRESSION 
 11 Leavers 
 8 Participants Found Employment  
 73% Progression 
 7 Participants secured employment with the Sponsor Group RSG CLG :- 

 

 

 
WORK CARRIED OUT BY STAFF ON THE CE SCHEME 2017 

 

 CE Staff in the Community provided services to Older People 

 CE Staff in the Community provided services to People with Disabilities 

 CE Staff provided person centred training, in computers in the F.L. 
College 

 CE Staff provided IT Support to the whole Organisation 

 CE Staff provided support & administration in the QQI accredited RSG 
FLC  

 The Accessible Transport Service is  provided & administered by CE 
Staff 

 CE Staff provided Clerical Support to the RSG Care Services and 
these staff were successful in and Advertised Recruitment Campaign 
and have secured positions with RSG  

 Administration of the CE Scheme was carried out by Supervisors and 
CE Administrator employed on CE 

 The Independent Living Skills programme started in 2014 and is fully 
supported by CE Staff 

 CE Staff play their part in the maintenance of the whole premises at 
RSG   

 

CE STAFF APPROVED TO WORK WITH RSG IN 
2017 

5 INDEPENDENT LIVING TEAM

5 ADMIN/CLERICAL

15 PA/HOME CARE SUPPORT

4 F.L. COLLEGE STAFF

6 TRANSPORT

3 CARETAKERS/HOUSEKEEPER
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The RSG Community Employment Project is very successful in providing training 
opportunities, personal development and new skills and work experience for all CE 
Staff. 
CE Staff have been provided with the opportunities to gain experience of working in 
the Disability and Older persons sector. RSG also provides its office staff with a good 
office foundation and relevant work experience. 
CE Staff have also been provided with comprehensive training enabling them to 
acquire essential skills, knowledge and attitudes to gain access to further jobs and/or 
training opportunities. 
 

 

Co Roscommon Seniors Network provides a calling/contact service to people on 
the waiting lists for funded services or in isolated areas and is undertaken by 
Community Employment workers. It`s operation is dependent on availability of 
suitable workers. 
New clients are referred to the CE Scheme by Public Health Nurses, Occupational 
Therapies Departments, neighbours, families and self-referrals. When a suitable 
participant becomes available in an area, they are placed with reference to the 
waiting list.  There are 40 plus on a waiting list for a service. 
 
 

Disability Information and related matters service is available to clients, their 
families and carers 

 

 

 Provide information and advice to all clients by using the  Government 

Information Service Website  

 Log all queries; refer gaps in information provision to Manager/Supervisor 

 Prepare Information packs for Outreach Services and presentation service 

showcases  and follow up work 

 Refer people to other services where necessary 

 Keep up to date with changes in legislation i.e. Budget changes  

 Provide Peer Support to deal with queries about Disability/Driving/ Housing 

Grants / Application Forms etc.  

 Liaise with Occupational Therapy Dept., Nurses Dept., Doctors, County 

Councils, social welfare, families/friends/Older Person, HSE for example re 

hearing test/Physio/ etc. and other organizations as necessary. 

 Assisting with completion of  application forms 

 Panic Buttons / alarms/ SEAI Grants (Warmer Homes) 

The Disability Information service together with advocacy for service users and 
families continues to be actively used. Elder Mediation is available to service user 
and family if required by a qualified person free of change. 
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Remembrance Mass: 

RSG Annual Remembrance Mass was held in November at Derrane Church for all 
deceased service users, staff, their families, carers, volunteers and committee 
members. Light refreshments at Resource Centre were served afterwards. 
 
 

Disability Day: 

 On 2nd December RSG celebrated International Disability Day followed by 
Service User Xmas dinner, music plus other surprises and it was well 
attended. The RSG new website was launched on the day. 

 
 

Satisfaction Survey Results 
The results are very positive which is brilliant as many Service Users are very 
dependent on RSG and the service provided and they appreciate their great carers 
who are kind, patient, qualified and reliable.  There is an increasing demand for more 
time allocations.   Many feel that their time allocation is too short and that they would 
benefit from having care not quite daily but certainly every other day.    

Over 70 were interviewed and all are receiving care and or support from RSG.  
Service Users are overall very happy with the service being provided and many 
positive and flattering comments were stated.   
All members of staff are to be congratulated on continuing to do great work and 
delivering a very satisfactory service 
Below is a chart outlining how happy the service users are with the service they are 

currently receiving? 
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1. Are you happy with the level of communication you are 

engaged with?  

2. Are you treated with dignity and respect? 

3. Are you satisfied with your service? 

4. Are the health and safety matters complied with? 

5. Are all duties undertaken in your homes? 

6. Are there any parts of the overall service you feel uncomfortable 

with? 
 

Overall satisfaction result 
 

 
 
 
RISK Factors 
The business as a whole is largely dependent on provision of HSE funded services. 
Other agencies like private providers with larger budgets available to them can 
engage extra staff to enhance their business. 
Volatile allocation of HSE replacement hours when a service user passes on due to 
natural causes and retention of staff can be effected. 
Extra money needs to be available to keep RSG a pace with legislative changes in 
order to comply with funding requirements. 
Reduced availability of budgets for additional training and compliance matters  
The tendering process while fair can pose threats due to reconfiguring of areas by 
the HSE and geographical spread  thus organisations like RSG  been unable to 
satisfy capacity to undertake the work which maybe of small amounts. Some staff 
feeling disadvantaged not been paid the same salaries as HSE staff. The reducing 

98% 

2% 

Are you satisfied with the service you are 
receiving? 

Satisfied Not Satisfied
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numbers of people willing to volunteer is diminishing due to the onerous governance 
requirements etc. which are very important in any organisation. 
The competitiveness attaching to Tendering and private companies entering the 
market who are allowed the opportunity to market their service availability as against 
the not for profit organisations, hence disadvantaging the not for profits 
organisations. 
 

 
Outlook for 2018 
 

 Deliver a top quality service that will enable service users to stay longer at 

home and have a good quality of life. 

 Continue to grow our business by encouraging greater participation/uptake by 

people with disabilities of the activities and training RSG has on offer.  

 Maintain and grow our leadership in the care sector both in county and 

surrounding counties. 

 Focus on cost control and effectiveness. 

 Structure operations to maximise efficiency and quality service delivery 

 Promote the use Outdoor Gym to the wider community and people with 

disabilities. 

 Market the value of  Independent Life Skills Training & Activities. 

 Upskill all Care Staff in QQI Level 5 Training to 100% of workforce 

 Deliver 98%  of services obtained under HSE Service Arrangement 

 Be more proactive in marketing what we do and encourage greater 

participation from the wider community. 

 Continue to develop Governance procedures to greater standards and keep a 

pace of relevant legislation. 

 Recruit new Board members 

 

Political Donations 
 

The Organisation does not receive and or contribute to political donations. 
 

Conclusion 
 
We recognise the importance of fulfilling our social responsibilities in the community, 
our company governance responsibilities and full compliance with all regulatory 
requirements. 
 
We believe that our services have and continue to have the potential to improve the 
quality of lives of people living in the community and enabling them to live longer and 
be independent.  
While we are largely dependent on HSE funding we are fortunate to have a CE 
scheme on site to facilitate us making an even greater difference in people`s lives. 
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We aim to ensure that our community and the people we serve are all the more 
satisfied from our tangible contribution as an organisation. 

 

          

            Thanks for your support over 29 years  


